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Do business better
Deposit management and control form the essential
foundation of any successful banking operation.
Without those basic capabilities, you have nothing. The
need to balance flexibility and responsiveness against
security and accountability has always been every
banker’s dilemma: If you sacrifice flexibility, you run the
risk of losing customers. If you sacrifice accountability
you risk eroding your financial integrity. An effective
deposit management system connects a complex web
of interconnected parts to make your operation run
smoothly. It also maximizes customer choices while
minimizing your workload. A responsive, well
integrated information system makes it easier to strike
those balances by giving account managers the
information they need to execute sound decisions in
real time.

Leverage experience
The Infor™ Infopoint Deposits suite is the result of more
than a quarter century of experience in developing
enterprise-level banking applications. Infor’s solutions
help you extend the reach of your core banking
applications throughout your organization for the
benefit of every customer. Our consultants specialize in
fast starts and rapid time to value, while minimizing
business disruptions that can be so costly in the
financial services industry. Our comprehensive array of
training, support, and professional services for Infor
Infopoint is designed to give you confidence that
you've trusted your critical deposit processing to
systems that have withstood the test of time.

Get complete financial control and
improve accountability with
comprehensive deposit management
from the Infor Infopoint Deposits
product family.

Get business specific
The Infor Infopoint Deposits applications help you
increase revenue and optimize the profitability of your
commercial and retail customers with a unique
combination of information, flexibility, and efficiency
tailored for today's complex deposit management
environment. Through a combination of mainframe
applications and distributed solutions, the Infor
Infopoint Deposits suite supports all of your processing
requirements and helps you create and offer virtually
any type of deposit product, both today and in the
future. The core modules of Infor the Infopoint Deposits
product family include:
Infopoint Deposits—delivers extensive management
services and innovative product offerings for both retail
and commercial customers. Infopoint Deposits supports
demand deposit accounts, savings accounts, passbook
accounts, money market accounts, and various types of
credit line accounts. It also delivers the flexibility you
need to meet market demands easily and quickly
through online parameter controls.

Infopoint Time Investments—handles all time deposit
and retirement plan processing, including certificates of
deposit, time open deposit accounts, savings accounts,
passbook accounts, IRAs, SEPs, and KEOGH plans.

• Life expectancy tables

Infopoint Exception Administrator—automates laborious
non-sufficient funds (NSFs) processing, and also manages
returned deposited items, stop items, and rejected
exception item handling. It also provides a single entry
point for the input of all transactions and includes detailed
reporting capabilities.

• Automatic renewal and maturity options

Infopoint Combined Statements—helps you deliver a full
service consolidated statement of each customer's entire
portfolio easily, accurately, and efficiently. A single
statement provides detailed and summary information
for any group of related accounts.

• Database flexibility

Infopoint Transaction Gateway—standardizes
transaction entry for faster and more efficient processing.
It also improves customer service with instant,
up-to-the-minute account information.
When used as the single entry point for channel
integration, Infopoint Transaction Gateway provides
customers with real-time balance information. The Infor
Infopoint Deposits suite makes you more efficient, thanks
to its rich set of features, including:
• Comprehensive online security
• 24-hour availability
• Federal regulatory support
• Regional pricing

• Automatic distribution processing
• Maturity forecasting

• Statement processing
• Reporting
• Field and panel level help
• Breakaway function

• Modular component utilization
Enhanced Deposit Solutions
In addition to its core deposit solutions, Infor Infopoint
offers additional solutions to extend your deposit
processing capabilities, including:
HSA Reporting Solution, which supports Health Savings
Accounts with a reporting engine that meets all regulatory
requirements for recording, storing and delivering
transactions.
Integration and user interfaces
Infopoint IQ takes advantage of standard messaging
technology to deliver seamless integration between
account application data and front-end applications such
as teller platforms and internet banking. That eliminates
the costs of hard-wired, point-to-point and inefficient
screen scraping interfaces.

• Cash management

Infopoint iAccess works together with Infopoint IQ to
streamline work processes and drive business process
improvements through intuitive, easy-to-use
browserbased interfaces and role-based navigation. By
consolidating work procedures and replacing manual
processes and paper-based reports, iAccess increases
efficiencies and integrates business processes
with technology.

• Self-directed support

Business intelligence and reporting

• Retirement distribution calculation support

All managers need insight about information stored within
the Infopoint Deposit applications that helps them serve
their customers, increase deposits, set fees, and
reduce costs.

• Hold and caution processing
• Stop payment processing
• Interest processing
• Service charge processing
• Automatic funds transfer and sweep processing
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We can tailor Deposit Suite to give you consistent
information for queries, interfaces, management reporting
and third-party reporting applications such as EDW,
marketing and house-holding tools. As a result:
• Branch managers can easily determine which
customers are best prospects for cross-sell
opportunities.
• Branch officers can readily make more informed
decisions on when to waive or modify service charges.
• Executive management can more easily determine
their cost of funds.

See results now
The fiercely competitive nature of today’s banking world
demands top performance from your information systems.
Shrinking margins demand you to leverage your existing
information systems for full value and avoid risky “rip and
replace” upgrades. Fortunately, you can extend your
existing Infopoint applications quickly and economically
and gain the latest functions with little or no disruption.
Infor Infopoint Deposits can help you stay ahead of your
competition without compromising efficiency,
accountability, or accuracy.

By completing your suite of Infopoint solutions with
Infopoint Deposits, you’ll have the security of knowing that
you have the best tools available for flexible account
management with ironclad security.

Infor Infopoint Deposits
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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